
OUR GUARANTEE 

Dakota Granite offers a full perpetual warranty, for every memorial manufactured with our domestic 
granite, retail companies can pass to the families they serve. 

FULL PERPETUAL WARRANTY 

DAKOTA GRANITE hereby certifies that your DAKOTA GRANITE MEMORIAL made from Mahogany, 
American Bouquet and Bellingham was selected by us for its natural color and grain, and that no artificial 
or temporary coloring agent or finishing material has been used in the fabrication. 

DAKOTA GRANITE will replace without charge, should the memorial crack, check, discolor or prove 
defective in any way, attributable to the granite or workmanship, and verified by our inspectors. *Such 
replacement and related cost, including material and shipping will be borne by DAKOTA GRANITE 
and/or its authorized Agent. This warranty in no way authorizes the party seeking warranty coverage to 
incur any expense toward replacement or related costs without prior written consent from DAKOTA 
GRANITE. In the event of a defect in the warranted granite memorial, a claim must be made in writing 
and include name of the original purchaser and Dakota Granite order number. Mail claims to Dakota 
Granite, PO Box 1351, Milbank, South Dakota 57252. 

DAKOTA GRANITE further warrants that any replacement will be of a color, grain and grade of granite 
as nearly identical as possible to the original. Since granite is a quarried natural stone, we cannot 
guarantee that the given color or grain will always be available. While every effort will be made to 
match the original granite, DAKOTA GRANITE reserves the right to replace the defective portion with 
granite of a grade, color or grain marketed by the Company at the time the warranty is honored. 

DAKOTA GRANITE will not be responsible for damage resulting from acts of war, vandalism, unusual 
environmental and atmospheric conditions, natural disaster, acts of God, fire explosions or flood. 

This warranty extends to the original purchaser and the purchaser’s heirs or assignees. This warranty is 
valid in perpetuity and becomes effective upon the date when the terms and conditions of the purchase 
agreement have been met between the purchaser and AUTHORIZED DAKOTA GRANITE AGENT. 

	


